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(R2) 14:25 MARKET RASEN, 2m 148y 

First For Cheltenham Specials starsports.bet Handicap Hurdle (Class 4) (4YO

plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 1934 GENIUS 45 
b g Beat Hollow - Natsuke

5 11 - 8 Fergus Gregory (5)
H Whittington

117

Jockey Colours: Mauve and white diamonds, striped sleeves, white cap
Timeform says: Looked a good prospect when overcoming a steady pace in a bumper first
time out and, while he hasn't built on it since (including over hurdles twice), there's room for
improvement now handicapping.  (Forecast 6.50)

Notes: 

2 628116 MINELLA FIVEO (IRE) 37 CD 
b g Westerner - Autumn Sky

11 11 - 6 K Yeoman (10)
Mrs S J Smith

115

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, large pink spots, pink cap
Timeform says: Thrived round here through the winter, landing a double then running
respectably when mid-field here last month, the handicapper having apparently caught up
with him by then.  (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

3 6/3421F
-

TEMPURAN 469 D 
b g Unbridled's Song - Tenderly

10 11 - 5 Lee Edwards
A Ralph

114

Jockey Colours: Grey, red spots
Timeform says: Won a Ludlow in November 2017 but in the process of running poorly
before falling when last seen 15 months ago, so hard to make a solid case for on this belated
return.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

4 5U2635 SIANNES STAR (IRE) 16 
b g Arakan - Musical Madam

6 11 - 5 Danny Cook
B Ellison

114

Jockey Colours: Black, pink stripe, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Upped his form at Sedgefield on handicap debut in October without looking
particularly well treated and too free back from 4 months off in a novice at Catterick recently,
so bit to prove.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

5 26-5005 ET MOI ALORS (FR) 29 (15F) 
b g Kap Rock - Qui L'eut Cru

5 11 - 5 Joshua Moore
G L Moore

114

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, pink hoops, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful form in juvenile hurdles at the start of last year but below that
level this season, including at Plumpton in February. Mildly encouraging Flat debut since,
however.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

6 6/6-65 MUSICAL SLAVE (IRE) 59 
b g Getaway - Inghwung

6 11 - 1 Sean Houlihan (3)
P J Hobbs

110

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, yellow hoops, white cap
Timeform says: Plenty of promise to date, notably in a bumper on debut and a strong novice
hurdle at Exeter on penultimate outing. Likely big improver and should take the beating
switched to handicaps.  (Forecast 4.00)

Notes: 

7 00806 EARL OF BUNNACURRY (IRE) 25
(2F) 
b g Approve - Bonkers

5 11 - 1 R T Dunne
G P Cromwell

110
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Jockey Colours: White, red stars, white cap, red star
Timeform says: Too high in the weights based on what he's achieved over hurdles and put
in a poor run at Southwell on the Flat recently, so others make more appeal.  (Forecast
17.00)

Notes: 

8 22-F373 DANCING DOUG (IRE) 24 
br g Kalanisi - Drumcay Polly

6 11 - 0 Harry Reed (3)
Sam Thomas

109

Jockey Colours: Grey, maroon star, maroon sleeves, grey stars, maroon cap
Timeform says: Fair form in bumpers/over hurdles and right back to form when staying-on
third at Carlisle last time. Might need a return to further to be seen to best effect, though.

 (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: The way MUSICAL SLAVE shaped in a race won by the smart Getaway Trump
at Exeter in December suggested there's a lot of improvement to come from him, so he's clearly the
one to beat now handicapping for top connections in a race that mightn't take much winning. Genius
has some scope based on bumper form, so he's the main danger ahead of Et Moi Alors.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: MUSICAL SLAVE (6) 
2: GENIUS (1) 
3: ET MOI ALORS (5)


